
FAQ’s 
 

 
What are Semi-permanent Eyelash Extensions? 
 
Semi-permanent Professional grade lash extensions are NOT to be confused with strip or cluster 
lashes.  These lashes are completely weightless and Natural looking, and are applied lash-by-lash, 
one at a time, by an Esthetician and Trained Certified Lash Technician, as they isolate 1 single 
eyelash hair and attach each extension near the root, with a safe, surgical medical-grade adhesive. 
Our Staff are highly trained professionals specializing in their craft and we utilize the highest quality 
products! 
 
Lash Extensions create length and volume to otherwise short or thin hair.  We can customize a look 
to suit your individual style, from Natural to Dramatic.  You may choose from a variety of different 
materials, such as synthetic, silk, 100% mink and faux mink. Choosing from different thickness, 
color, curl and length, allows you to create your own unique design. 
 
 
What to Expect at your first Appointment? 
 
For your first appointment you will have a full consultation and meet with your Lash technician who 
will discuss your desires while viewing our photo gallery of before and after pictures of actual lash 
clients to help you decide the look you want to create. 
 
A full set of eyelash extensions may take 2.5 hours to apply.  Be prepared to be lying down during this 
relaxing, pain free procedure; as most people typically fall asleep.  
 
How do I prepare for my Appointment? 
 
Please come to your appointment with no eye make-up.  Please remove any mascara with an oil-free 
cleanser prior to your application. 
 
If you wear contacts please bring your case and re-wetting solution as you will remove your contacts 
beforehand and pop them back in immediately once completed. 
 
If you have seasonal allergies or overly sensitive eyes we sometimes recommend taking an 
antihistamine 1 hour prior to your appointment to prevent allergies during application. 
 
Since you will be lying down for a couple hours comfortable clothing is recommended. 
 
We also recommend limiting you caffeine consumption prior as it tends to stimulate the eyes and 
need to use the bathroom frequently. 
 
 
Is Maintenance Required? 
 
Your lashes will last indefinitely with a monthly fill; typically 2-4 weeks depending on your lash line 
and whether it is sparse or thicker. Your natural lashes are constantly shedding and growing, so by 2-
4 weeks you have lost 20-30% and that’s why a fill is required to keep them looking full and 
beautiful.  A Fill may take anywhere from 45-90 minutes.  
 
If you are doing this for a special event only, we recommend having them professionally removed 
afterwards at around 5 weeks or so to maintain the integrity of your natural lashes. 



 
 
Will lash extensions damage my natural lashes? 
 
No. In fact, lash extensions are kinder to your natural lashes because you don’t curl or apply 
mascara, which can dry out and even break your eyelashes. Lash extensions look and feel completely 
real. 
 
 
How do I care for them afterwards? 
 
Directly after your full set is applied the Technician will review your aftercare needs.   
 
Avoid water, creams, sunscreens, and oils around the eye area for a full 24 hours.  It is further 
recommended that you avoid hot tubs, saunas and hot steamy environments for a full 48 hours, as 
the adhesive is still curing for the first 24-48hrs. 
 
No picking, plucking, pulling or rubbing as your lashes are attached and will come out with the 
extensions prematurely. 
 
Most people find Mascara is no longer necessary and instead you should speak with your technician 
about creating a mascara look with your extensions.  However, we do carry specially formulated 
water based mascara for eyelash extensions if you feel you must apply. 
 
We also carry a lash shampoo formula to cleanse your lashes and keep them healthy. 
 
Be mindful not to smash your lashes sleeping directly on your face. 
 
The best looking lashes are achieved by those who leave them alone.  Little to no maintenance is 
required.   
 
A simple gentile brush through the tips only of the lashes each morning with a mascara wand will 
pop them back into place and you will awake looking more youthful and Gorgeous! 
 
 
 
*If Lash Extensions aren’t for you, Check Out our Lash Tinting & Perming Services… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


